EXCLUSIVE SAN DECK WINES
Curated selections from the prestigious Cape Winemakers Guild Auction Wines
by Sommelier Miguel Chan
Graham Beck Pieter Ferreira Non Plus Ultra Cap Classique Brut 2008 		
Graham Beck Cap Classique have established a solid reputation as one of the
great sparkling wine producer of the world, at the helm since the first day, is one of
South Africa’s wine legend Pieter Ferreira affectionately known as “Mr Bubbles”.

R 910

Non Plus Ultra is one of the finest “Prestige Cuvée” Cap Classique ever crafted,
a judicious blends of Chardonnay 81% and Pinot Noir 19%, only 480 bottles were
produced, spending 72 months on the lees. Lime, lemon and toasted almonds, touch of
honey, warm brioche, with a nutty mid palate, saline freshness with a smoky persistent
farewell, THE perfect sundowner bubbly to watch the sun goes down.
Ataraxia Kevin Grant Under The Gavel Hemel-en-Aarde Ridge Chardonnay 2015		
Kevin Grant honed his winemaking skills at the world famous Hamilton Russell
Vineyards as cellar master before establishing Ataraxia in 2004, focusing on
hand-crafted, individual and terroir expressive wines.

R 1575

An outstanding non-interventionist single vineyard Chardonnay from a South-facing
vineyard on The Skyfields, home to Ataraxia. Fermented in small, tight-grain French
oak barriques and aged for 9 months, only 240 bottles were produced of this unshowy
style Chardonnay with ripe citrus, tangerine and peach, concentrated yet elegant,
spicy touch of oak, glossy, precise pin point freshness.
Bartho Eksteen Vloekskoot Upper Hemel-en-Aarde Wooded Sauvignon Blanc 2016

R 1050

Bartho Eksteen hailed as The Sage of Sauvignon and Monsieur Sauvignon is one of
South Africa’s foremost expert on the variety, winning virtually every single prestigious
awards given to Sauvignon since 1996.
Minimal intervention winemaking best describes this naturally fermented Sauvignon
in older French oak, which makes history for the highest price ever fetched at the
CWG Auction, a world class white wine, only 450 bottles were produced, inviting bright
green limes, pears, white peach, delicately pure, subtle touch of oak, racy with saline
freshness.
Simonsig Johan Malan Die Kluisenaar Stellenbosch 2016		
R 975
Simonsig was the first to release a Roussanne on the Guild, back in 2012, always
pushing the boundaries, with this confident, innovative Northern Rhone inspired
blends of white Hermitage, Roussanne 60% and Marsanne 40%, only 600 bottles were
produced. Seductively aromatic with ripe peaches and apricots, spicy vanilla, linear
and structured, crunchy freshness with a honeyed mid palate, this outstanding white
blends is sheer drinking pleasure in a glass.
Hartenberg Estate Carl Schultz Auction Stellenbosch Shiraz 2012		
Carl Schultz have been at the helm of Hartenberg Estate since 1994, and have firmly
position the estate as one of the great South African wineries of all time, especially
with their world class Shiraz

R 1700

Only 540 bottles were produced of this powerful and modern style Shiraz, blended
from two of the best parcel, namely Gravel Hill and Stork. Intense saturated black
fruits, plums, blackcurrant, spicy and smoky, concentrated and rich with savoury
freshness, a showy red wine to impress.
Saronsberg Dewaldt Heyns Die Erf Tulbagh Shiraz 2013		
Since 2004 Dewaldt Heyns have been crafting some of the most spectacular award
winning red wines out of Tulbagh, bold and showy are best describe his style of
winemaking, generosity of fruits expressions are his hallmarks, something he has
achieved consistently well.
Only 288 bottles were produced of this bright and perfectly ripe world class Shiraz,
grown on gravelly soils at the foot of the Saronsberg, brimming with spicy red fruits,
it is juicy and packed with savoury black olives freshness, airy in structure, it is perfect
anytime of the day.

All prices are inclusive of VAT. Wines are subject to availability.
Every bottle ordered is considered sold. Thank you for your understanding
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R 1500

